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About This Game

J.U.L.I.A.: Among the Stars is an innovative narrative driven adventure game which is being developed due to overwhelming
support from a successful crowdfunding campaign.

The story centers on Rachel Manners, a 35 year old astrobiologist. She is a member of an elite group of scientists, chosen to
embark on one of the most critical missions ever conceived on Earth. Now Rachel is alone, orbiting an unknown planet. Her

only companions are J.U.L.I.A., the space probe’s artificial intelligence and Mobot, a huge reconnaissance robot. Together, this
unlikely trio will explore the mysteries of this solar system. But are they prepared for what they will find?

story

After countless years of careful space observation, the enormous telescope Chandra 17 suddenly locates a solar system quite
similar to our own. As all earthly observatories turned their attention towards this new discovery, a signal of artificial origin is

detected from deep within the system.

Reaction was immediate and a mission plan was conceived. No expense was spared in the construction of a massive space
probe. It was designed and equipped to be ideally suited for the ultimate challenge: to meet and study extraterrestrial sentient

life-forms. Equal care was taken with the crew. Only the most prominent scientists were selected and trained to ideally represent
planet Earth. Everything was perfectly planned and success was certain. Yet somehow, everything has gone terribly wrong…

Now, imagine being jolted awake by an emergency alarm. As your surroundings come into focus, you realize you were deep in
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cryogenic sleep on a vast space probe. But why you are there is an elusive memory. Disoriented, you rush to the control room
searching for answers. Once there you learn from the ship’s AI that not only have you been asleep for decades, but you are also

the last surviving member of the probe’s crew.

To make matters worse, the probe is severely damaged by a disastrous impact with a passing meteoroid swarm. First, you must
make repairs. Not only is your own survival at stake, but you need to find out what happened to the crew and why you alone

survived.

Are You Prepared to

step into the spacesuit of Rachel Manners and find out why she was the sole survivor of this ill-fated expedition?

utilize an ingenious MOBOT – a mobile robot designed for planetary exploration to investigate this solar system and all
its wonders?

solve the mystery of the mission’s failure and locate the missing crew?

travel to six unique planets and uncover their secrets?

solve puzzles, gather clues and communicate with the most temperamental artificial intelligence ever designed?

Are you prepared for… J.U.L.I.A.
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Title: J.U.L.I.A.: Among the Stars
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
CBE Software s.r.o.
Publisher:
CBE Software s.r.o.
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Vista

Processor: Dual Core 2 GHz or higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Minimum resolution: 1280x720 with at least 128 MB VRAM accelerated card

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible soundcard (Mandatory)

English,German
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anything that twist the nips of Deity fanatics of any religion or any country deserves my money. F-UCK RELIGION. rather
short, yet amazing and challenging platformer.
Also the music's pretty good.. Refunded. Love the concept, needs to be 50% off or have 50% more content. Will rebuy later.
Not worth $80. That's robbery.. If you've ever been a student and\/or had a teacher, you should play this game -- especially if
you've had an inspirational teacher.

This game will make you THINK about the academic system in a different way, since you get to BE the academic system, and
appreciate all the hard work teachers put in in spite of the system.

Also, it's got a nice, catchy theme song.. Duration: estimated 30-40 hours for this DLC.

This is possibly the biggest, grandest and most polished single DLC I've played for Panzer Corps. It spans the entire war from
the Soviet perspective and has up to 24 successive missions.

Many of the maps had interesting elements not encountered in previous DLC. Special rules such as the shrinking map of
Stalingrad, Flooding the Elbe, Sewer Movement, even a fighting withdrawal which was very unique for the series. Successive
missions contained quite a bit of variety creating excitement to continue the campaign. From grand tank battles to urban
slugfests. If you enjoy Panzer Corps, you need to play this DLC.

The one annoyance was that after taking Berlin you can choose either a final hypothetical battle against the Western Allies or
Japan. So, I simply replayed the final turn of the Fall of Berlin and saved my game so I could play both scenarios.

9\/10. No Comment,

awesome game !. Didn't even start up properly. 0.5/10. The whole family has a great time playing this game. This is my 6 year
olds favorite game on VR to date.
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One skirmish for my least favourite Squad 7 member. If this was Marina's \/ Lynn's advance ops it would have been amazing.. A
charming VN with excellent artwork.. Very annoying. Was expecting something like FTL and very disappointed. Convoy
promises a new take on tactical combat. The controls are simple (pause, then point and click), yet the movement is very clumsy.
Asked for a refund.. Very good game so far, I recommend this game because it has a lot of potential. It's very challenging and
you have to be quick to harvest your ressources or you will see your village getting destroyed on the first few nights. I would
recommend the the team to maybe add more time during day light or reduce the number of ressources needed for some building
( archer tower ) instead of 60 woods it could be 45 or 50 and that would make a big difference. It would still be challenging but
at least more possible to reach. Also, I find the day time too quick and I most of the time, I end up with not enough ressources to
move forwards since I'm always using all my ressources to fix or rebuild my buildings which is frustrating after a while. I'm
looking forwards for the future updates. I would love to have the capacity to build walls and fortifications.. I love me some
sadism. Well, the game idea is really interesting, but the developer was unable. The result is a game containing bugs and other
glitches. My rating is 3.5 of 5. IT'S 2015!

don't waste time reading this and go play this masterpiece already, what have you been doing the last 20 years?
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